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Titan™ Expands TR1 Line of Tips: Now Available for High Pressure Sprayers
Best Performing Fan Pattern and Longest Lasting Orifice Available Today
MINNEAPOLIS — January 22, 2015 — Titan™ is expanding its line of premium TR1 tips – one of
the industry’s best performing lines of reversible airless tips. Featuring the same proven
technology, Titan is now offering reversible TR1 tips for high pressure sprayers (5,000 to 7,700
psi) built to handle heavy viscosity materials such as specialty coatings for corrosion control,
cold applied roofing, waterproofing and marine protective coatings.
Titan TR1 High Pressure tips are designed for spraying the heaviest coatings at high pressures
and are designed to exceed contractor expectations for finish and performance. What makes
TR1 tips different is technology that enables a consistent fan pattern width – from the first
gallon to the last. They feature long-lasting orifices that spray a uniform coating thickness for
the life of the tip, wasting less material. And contractors know that when there are fewer
passes and less wasted material, the profits are higher.
“Our TR1 tip cut technology is second-to-none,” said Chris Noto, product director for Titan. “We
developed these tips and the technology behind them so the fan pattern stays the same width
throughout the life of the tip, thus performing better than all others.”
Titan TR1 High Pressure tips are compatible with Titan PowrCoat™ Series sprayers, as well other
industry high pressure gas powered and pneumatic sprayers. For more information, visit
www.titantool.com.
About Titan
As a leader in spraying technology, Titan manufacturers and markets a full line of professionalgrade sprayers for applying a variety of coatings and materials. Titan products include airless
and air powered sprayers, fine finishing sprayers, sports field and pavement marking sprayers,
and sprayers for applying texture, roofing, corrosion control and protective coatings. For nearly
half a century, contractors and maintenance professionals have relied on Titan products for
world-class, end-to-end solutions that are dependable and easy to use. For more information,
visit www.titantool.com and follow us on Twitter.
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